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Video games represent a substantial and increasing share of the software market. However, their development
is particularly challenging as it requires multi-faceted knowledge, which is not consolidated in computer
science education yet. This paper aims at defining a catalog of bad smells related to video game development.
To achieve this goal, we mined discussions on general-purpose and video game-specific forums. After querying
such a forum, we adopted an open coding strategy on a statistically significant sample of 572 discussions,
stratified over different forums. As a result, we obtained a catalog of 28 bad smells, organized into 5 categories,
covering problems related to game design and logic, physics, animation, rendering, or multiplayer. Then, we
assessed the perceived relevance of such bad smells by surveying 76 game development professionals. The
survey respondents agreed with the identified bad smells, but also provided us with further insights about
the discussed smells. Upon reporting results, we discuss bad smell examples, their consequences, as well as
possible mitigation/fixing strategies and trade-offs to be pursued by developers. The catalog can be used not
only as a guideline for developers and educators but also can pave the way towards better automated tool
support for video game developers.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The video game industry is rapidly expanding, and it represents a significant share of the software
development market [18]. It has been estimated that it will reach ≃ 257 billion dollars by 2025 with
over 2.5 billion people playing games1 . Developing video games requires very specific skills and
knowledge, often going beyond the common knowledge of a developer working on conventional
software. In particular, video game development is multi-disciplinary, and this requires to involve
1 https://techjury.net/blog/gaming-industry-worth
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different types of competencies, related to artists, modelers, musicians, domain experts (as in the
case of realistic simulator games), and programmers themselves. In terms of software development,
the required skills vary from software architecture and design to computer graphics and artificial
intelligence. On top of this, despite the increasing market share of this field, and the proliferation
of specific curricula and courses on the topic, game development practices do not represent a
“mainstream” in computer science education yet.
When developing a video game, programmers have to cope with different aspects including
capturing players’ inputs, reproducing/simulating the environment’s physics, animating objects,
rendering special effects, and even synchronizing different peers in an online, multiplayer game.
All these elements, along with their combinations, require developers to make complex design
and implementation decisions, that may have a positive or negative effect on different properties
of the produced software. These include maintainability (e.g., a game may become difficult to be
extended with downloadable contents - DLC), security (online games could be hacked), and, above
all, performance and game experience.
While previous literature on video game design [10, 45] and the application of design principles
to video games [4–6, 16, 31, 48] exist, and while there have been attempts to identify video game
development patterns [45] and some anti-patterns with related detection tools [9], there does not
exist a consolidated body of good and bad practices, available for instance for object-oriented
development [17]. Moreover, as pointed out by Khanve et al. [28], conventional code smells fail to
capture all quality problems of video game source code.
To bridge such a gap, this paper empirically analyzes the bad video game development practices
that are discussed by developers on forums, to systematically derive a catalog of bad smells to be
avoided.
First, we identified data sources. Differently from other development practices, generalist Question & Answer (Q&A) forums such as Stack Overflow may only represent a niche of discussions.
Therefore, we included in our set of sources a wide range of 13 forums (plus a direct search on the
Google Search engine), including several video game development-specific ones, e.g., the Unity
forum, the Unreal forum, or other Q&A forums for game developers like Game Development Stack
Exchange. Then, we defined a set of queries to retrieve candidate posts, executed them against
forums and search engines, and performed a pruning and preprocessing of the results. We then
extracted a randomly-stratified sample of 572 posts, using the forums as strata. Based on such a
sample, we manually analyzed the posts using a card sorting [51] procedure, with the aim of (i)
identifying video game-specific bad smells, and (ii) grouping them into meaningful categories. To
validate the obtained bad smells, we have surveyed 76 video game professional developers, which
provided us with (i) their agreement about the considered smells as well as additional comments
about them, and (ii) pointed out possible smells that were not identified in our analysis of forum
posts.
As a result, we obtained a taxonomy of 28 bad smells, grouped into 5 first-level categories, related
to game design and logic, multiplayer, animation, physics, and rendering. For each bad smell, we
provide a description, examples, possible consequences, ways to fix the problem, and possible
trade-offs that can occur (e.g., a fix may achieve better performance while degrading the game
look-and-feel).
Other than serving as guidelines for developers, the collected bad smells can be used to develop
better tool support for developers. While previous work has shown how it is feasible to develop
video game-specific linters, the availability of the bad smell catalog presented in this paper would
allow broadening the range of problems identified by such linters. Educators can also leverage this
catalog to teach aspiring game developers about bad practices to avoid.
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The work replication package is available online [43]. It comprises (i) the list of downloaded
posts and the sampled ones, (ii) sheets from the various steps of the open coding, (iii) the survey
questions, (iv) the survey results, and (v) the devised catalog of bad smells following a template
that makes it usable by practitioners.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the methodology followed to mine forums
and devise the catalog of bad smells. The obtained catalog is presented and discussed in Section 3,
while its implications are highlighted in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the threats to the study’s
validity. Then, Section 6 discusses the related literature, while Section 7 concludes the paper.
2

STUDY DEFINITION AND DATA EXTRACTION METHODOLOGY

The goal of this study is to identify bad smells in video game development and assess the perceived
relevance of such bad smells. The perspective is that of researchers interested to create a catalog of
video game bad smells and, for future works, to develop monitoring tools aimed at automatically
identifying these bad smells, whenever this is possible. The context of the study is 572 discussions
gathered from 13 Q&A forums, directly or indirectly related to video game development.
We address the following two research questions (RQs):
RQ1 : What kind of video game development bad smells do developers discuss on Q&A
forums? We are interested in studying if video game developers discuss video game
development bad smells in discussion forums. We also want to investigate what kind of
bad smells are debated because considered controversial. This research question aims
to create a catalog of video game development bad smells.
RQ2 : How are those bad smells perceived by professionals? We want to investigate if the
identified bad smells are relevant for professional video game developers. This research
question aims to assess the perceived relevance of the bad smells identified in RQ1 , and
to perform an external validation of the defined catalog.
Fig. 1 depicts the study methodology. First, we identified forums where we should mine discussions related to game development bad smells. Also, we defined queries to search for candidate
relevant discussions in such forums. Then, we retrieved candidate discussions. Since some forums
have limited querying capabilities, we further refined them through local preprocessing, i.e., we
filtered discussion text considering only those that actually contained both selected keywords.
After, we performed multiple rounds of open coding until we reached saturation. In each round, we
(1) first sampled discussions, (2) then, four evaluators independently performed open coding, and
then jointly discussed them by also resolving conflicts, and (3) refined the elicited smell catalog.
After having devised a catalog of video game smells, we assessed their relevance through a survey
with video game development professionals, also asking them to provide comments and suggest
further smells that we may have missed.
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Fig. 1. Study methodology.
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Study Context

For the context selection, we followed two subsequent steps. In the first step, we identified a set
of queries aimed at retrieving candidate posts from developers’ discussion forums, similarly to
previous works that analyzed discussion forums for other purposes [24, 44, 46, 50, 52, 56, 62]. During
a preliminary virtual meeting, we discussed possible queries, also starting from the investigation
(and therefore its queries) performed by some of the authors in previous work [9]. Further, we
revised the list through an iterative process in which the authors attempt to search for smell-related
discussions through a search engine and by accessing some discussion forums. Our overall goal was
to identify keywords meaningful for our study. It means that we were interested only in keywords
that could point to discussions pertinent to our focus, i.e., bad smells in video game development.
The discussion ended up with the definition of six queries (of which the first three were considered
initially, and then complemented by the last three): (i) “smell” (note we used “smell” to include
cases such as “bad smell” or “code smell”, although we were aware that this word alone could also
produce some false positives in the context of video games), (ii) “antipattern”, (iii) “bad practice”,
(iv) “maintainability”, (v) “performance”, and (vi) “technical debt”. As it can be noticed, these queries
are generic enough to ensure a good recall, even if they may produce some false positives, that can
be, however, discarded during the manual analysis.
In the second step, we finalized the list of discussion forums to consider. Initially, we targeted
general discussion forums, e.g., Stack Overflow, and we manually submitted our queries defined in
the previous step. Since the forums’ field was related to development in general, we added to our
queries keywords like “video game” or “game”. Results gathered from general forums were few.
Since our focus was specifically related to video game development, we changed our target towards
Q&A forums related to video game development. In this case, the collected results were better than
before. For example, querying “video game bad practices” on Stack Overflow produced only 24
results, while the same query on the Unity forum produced more than 9000 results. In addition,
Stack Overflow results were mainly “how-to” questions.
To identify candidate forums, we leveraged (i) personal knowledge and (ii) lists of popular
game development forums available on the Web. More precisely, to select video game-related
Q&A forums, we searched online for the most popular game engines and, in a virtual meeting,
we discussed and selected candidate forums. The website links used for selection are available in
our replication package. In the end, we identified 13 forums, listed in Table 1. Note that, besides
the 13 forums, we also included a direct search on the Google Search engine. Also, we included
GitHub because we wanted to consider game-related Wiki pages. As the table shows, the selection
includes forums related to specific pieces of technology (e.g., Buildbox, Cocos, HTML5 Game Devs,
Tigsource, Unreal, or Unity), hardware (NVIDIA), as well as generic forums (The Game Creators,
Gamedev, Game Development Stack Exchange, or GitHub). From our initial list of candidates, we
excluded forums (e.g., those related to Indie games) that do not discuss development practices. A
complete list of the forums is available in our replication package [43].
2.2

Data Extraction

To select the sample of discussions to be analyzed, we automatically ran the queries against the
forums and downloaded the results. This was done using Selenium WebDriver for Python and
the Beautiful Soup library. The Selenium WebDriver allows for automating the interaction with
a website. Specifically, we used the Selenium APIs to submit the queries, and navigate the result
pages.
Then, we leveraged Beautiful Soup to extract text from the HTML pages. Finally, we performed
further automated filtering to check whether each candidate result page actually contained our
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query. This was necessary because some forums do not support the “AND” search, therefore,
for example, searching for “technical debt” would produce as a result all discussions containing
either “technical” or “debt”. As a result of the preprocessing, we collected a total of 3, 170 candidate
discussion links.
2.3

Open coding of forum discussions

Given the large number of collected forum discussions (i.e., 3, 170) and limited human resources,
we extracted a randomly-stratified sample, using the forums in Table 1 as strata. More specifically,
we considered a sample of 550 links, which ensures a ±5% margin of error with a confidence level
of 99%. To perform a stratified sampling, links have been sampled proportionally (to the size of the
stratus) from the results obtained for the different forums [22]. Precisely, the number of instance
sampled from a stratus = sample size/population size * stratus size. Note that, during the manual
analysis, we had to replace 22 links that turned out to be unavailable (likely removed in the time
frame between our download and the manual analysis). This means that in total we considered 572
links.
Table 1. List of Forums/Sources for Sampling Developers’ Discussions.

Forum Name
Buildbox Official Forum
Cocos Forums
Game Development Stack Exchange
GameDev.net
r/gamedev on Reddit
GitHub Support Community
Google Search
HTML5 Game Devs Forum
JVM Gaming
NVIDIA Developer Forum
The Game Creators
TigSource Forum
Unity Forum
Unreal Engine Forum

Link
https://www.buildbox.com/forum/index.php
https://discuss.cocos2d-x.org
https://gamedev.stackexchange.com
https://www.gamedev.net
https://www.reddit.com/r/gamedev/
https://github.community
https://google.com
https://www.html5gamedevs.com
https://jvm-gaming.org
https://forums.developer.nvidia.com/c/visual-andgame-development/192
https://forum.thegamecreators.com
https://forums.tigsource.com/index.php
https://forum.unity.com
https://forums.unrealengine.com

Then, we performed an open coding in which we manually analyzed the candidate discussion
links to derive a categorization of video game bad smells. The coding has been conducted using
online spreadsheets. Each coder used their independent spreadsheet, however, a separate (and
common) sheet was used to list possible smell names. When tagging each link, the annotators first
used a Boolean field to indicate whether the examined post was relevant or not (i.e., whether it
discussed or not video game bad smells), and then, if they answered positively to the previous
field, they could select (using a drop-down menu in a cell) among the smells already available. If
none of those smells fit, the annotator added a new smell name to the common sheet. Similarly, the
coder could use a further drop-down cell (linked to another sheet) to indicate a possible high-level
category to which each smell belongs.
As shown in Fig. 1, this process was performed iteratively over multiple rounds. Four authors
were involved in the process, and each candidate link was assigned to two independent annotators.
In the first round, we manually analyzed 340 links. This is a sample ensuring a ±5% margin of error
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with a confidence level of 95%. The first 40 links of this first round were jointly examined, discussed,
and categorized by all four annotators, to achieve a common understanding of the problem. Also,
during this first phase, we defined possible high-level categories under which smells should be
classified.
After the annotation round was completed, the annotators jointly discussed all links, including
those where there was an agreement. This is because, on the one hand, given the open nature of
the coding, it was not possible to compute a meaningful inter-rater agreement, and on the other
hand, we wanted to avoid having cases where the annotators (wrongly) agreed by chance. After
resolving disagreements, the annotators jointly analyzed, over multiple refinements, the list of
smells, performing a merger where necessary. Also, the annotators finalized the set of high-level
categories to be used for grouping the video game development smells. In the end, 5 categories
were identified, i.e., Game Design and Logic, Physics, Animation, Multiplayer, and Rendering. At
the end of the first round, we identified 81 smells. Jointly we discussed the collected labels: we
grouped and renamed similar ones (29 smells into 13 labels) and removed 13 smells (e.g., those
related to a specific technology used). Finally, our catalog contained 52 game bad smells and it has
been used for the second round of validation.
After completing the first round, we performed two further rounds, in which the annotators
inspected additional 102 and 130 smells respectively. The main goal of these rounds was to determine
the extent to which we saturated the set of possible game bad smells. Those were the remaining
from the 572 after having classified the first 340 ones. During these further rounds, the spreadsheet
had an additional drop-down cell to classify the smell along with the five categories. After each
round, as done for the first round, we performed a joint inspection of the classifications and a
conflict resolution. At the end of both rounds, we added only 8 smells: 4 during the second round
and 4 during the third.
Finally, we jointly, iteratively scrutinized the overall set of smells 60 (52 from the first round
plus 8 from the remaining two rounds), merging them where appropriate, or moving them around
categories where we realized the assigned category was not appropriate. More precisely, we merged
30 smells into 10 categories and we removed 12 very specific smells, e.g., technology-related ones.
One of the smells introduced in the second round and two smells introduced in the third round
were merged into existing smells. In summary, the second and third rounds of labeling contributed
with 3 and 2 new smells respectively. As a result, we obtained a total of 28 bad smells grouped into
the 5 categories mentioned above.
The annotation activity took on average 5 minutes per post for each annotator, for a total of
572 · 2 · 5 = 5720 min. ≃ 96 hours. Clear negative cases took a few minutes, whereas relevant ones
up to 15 minutes. This effort was complemented by the meetings we performed, i.e., one agreement
meeting, 4 discussion meetings, and two final smell catalog refinement meetings (one after the first
round and one at the end), for a total of 13 hours. Also, note that part of the refinement activity
was performed offline through spreadsheets.
2.4

Survey with Developers

After having identified possible bad smells in video game development, we wanted to investigate
whether they are considered relevant by professional video game developers. We pursued this goal
by surveying developers selected through LinkedIn. The survey structure is shown in Table 2. After
a short description of the survey goals (as well as of the implications of the catalog we created)
and a consent form, the survey is composed of seven sections. The first five sections allow the
respondents, as shown in Fig. 2, to provide a relevance assessment to each smell using a 5-level
Likert scale [14] where 1 star means “not critical”, 3 stars means “neutral” and 5 stars means “highly
critical”. To facilitate the understanding of the problem, each smell is described by also providing
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some examples. We explicitly instructed the respondents not to answer a question if they feel that
they do not have enough expertise about the specific problem. Also, the respondent could use an
open-text field to add additional comments.
Table 2. Survey structure.

Sec. Category
1
Design and Game Logic
Smell #1 relevance assessment (as in Fig. 2)
Smell #2 relevance assessment
...
2
Multiplayer
3
Animation
4
Physics
5
Rendering
6
Additional Smells
Would you like to suggest any other kind of smell not mentioned in the previous
sections?
7
Demographics
Personal Information (Optional)
How many years of experience do you have in video game development?
How many years of experience do you have in software development?
Which languages do you use to develop video games?
Which game engine/framework do you use to develop video games?

Fig. 2. Example of Question using 5 points Likert scale (from “Not Critical” to “Highly Critical”) and an
Opened-ended question for comments.

After the first five sections, a further section was used to allow respondents to suggest additional
bad smells they feel were important, but that we did not mention in the previous sections. Finally,
we had an optional demographics section featuring, other than fields to (optionally) provide contact
and affiliation information, questions about (i) the number of years of professional development
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experience, (ii) the number of years of video game development experience, (iii) the programming
languages, and (iv) the game engines used for video game development. Note that we decided
to avoid compulsory demographic questions. This is because, based on past experiences, such
questions may discourage some respondents from completing the survey, and our goal was to
maximize the number of answers. As it will be clearer later, we have mitigated this limitation by
analyzing the effect of experience on the provided answers.
We tested the survey with a collaborator that had previous experience in video game development,
and we also used his feedback to estimate the time it would take to complete the survey. Note that
his answers were excluded from our results.
2.5

Participants’ selection

We used LinkedIn as a research tool for the process of participant selection. LinkedIn is one of
the largest professional social networks in the world and it has been used in previous studies
surveying software developers, e.g., [44]. During the selection process, as inclusion criteria, we
targeted software developers with experience in video game development.
We organized a brainstorming session between the authors to define a set of keywords related
to video games that could be used to gather the participants. Our research query contains the
following keywords: “Game developer”, “Game”, “Game designer”, “Game development”, “Game
engine”, “Mobile gaming”, and “Skeletal animation” 2 .
We searched for participants, obtaining, for each keyword but “Skeletal animation” over 1,000
results, namely: 90,000 for “Game developer", 3,020,000 for “Game”, 77,000 for “Game designer",
259,000 for "Game development", 11,000 for “Game engine", and 3,500 for “Mobile gaming". Then,
we picked the top 200 (in terms of relevance) for each set, and two authors manually analyzed
their profiles to make sure that they satisfy the selection criteria (i.e., participants should have
industrial experience in game development). The validation was based on their profiles, summary,
and previous projects. Through this validation process, we ensured to reach only professionals
with experience in game development. For the developers who passed the inclusion criteria, we
sent a connection request. Then, for those who accepted we sent the survey link.
We invited a total of 642 professional developers and asked them to participate in the survey, by
sending them an invitation message (available in our replication package) explaining the goals of
our study, and clarifying that (i) the participation in the survey is voluntary, (ii) personal data will
be treated as strictly confidential, (iii) the approx. time to answer the survey was estimated to be
about 20 minutes, and a participant can withdraw at any time. The survey has been administered
through SurveyHero3 . The whole process of participants’ selection, invitation, and survey response
took about 2 months.
2.6

Participants’ demographics

In the end, we collected 76 responses, i.e., we achieved a return rate of 11.8%, which is in line with
many software engineering surveys conducted outside specific companies [53, 55]. A total of 61
respondents provided answers to demographic questions. 30 of them had a Bachelor’s Degree
qualification, 13 a Master’s Degree, 5 High school, 3 a Ph.D., and 9 other qualifications, such as a
Diploma, i.e., a certification awarded by colleges after two years of specialized training. A total of
36 respondents described themselves as Software Developers, 5 as Game designers, 4 as Technical
Managers, 14 respondents mentioned other roles such as Production Manager or Game Developer
teacher, while 2 did not provide an answer about their occupation.
2 https://unity.com/how-to/beginner/game-development-terms
3 https://www.surveyhero.com
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The software development experience of the respondents (46 answers) ranges between 6 months
and 24 years, with a median of 3 years. Their video game development experience (54 answers)
ranges between 6 months and 24 years, with a median of 5 years. Note that we have also taken
into account developers having less than one year of experience in development since we checked
manually their background and years of experience on LinkedIn profiles.
In terms of game engines being used, the most adopted one among our respondents is Unity
(44) followed by Unreal Engine (27), Blender (11), and CryEngine (2). In total, 17 respondents
used other engines/frameworks, e.g., proprietary engines or Cocos2d. Regarding the programming
languages used to develop video games, the most widespread ones are C/C++ (45 preferences) and
C# (45), followed by Java/JavaScript (16), Python (16), and PHP (4). Instead, 9 respondents used
other languages to develop video games, e.g., Swift or HTML. Note that the programming language
is often related to the game engine being used (e.g., C# for Unity, C/C++ for Unreal engine, or
Python for Blender). Also, note that the sum of responses for game engines and programming
languages goes above the number of responses as one could provide multiple answers.
3

RESULTS: THE CATALOG OF VIDEO GAME BAD SMELLS

Fig. 3 depicts an overview of the identified video game bad smells, grouped in the five categories
(design and game logic, multiplayer, animation, physics, and rendering). In the following, we discuss
in detail all the smells for the five categories. First, we describe each smell, also providing examples
from the discussions we encountered. Then, we discuss possible ways to avoid it, reporting, and
discussing the survey respondents’ assessment and comments. For the five categories, results of
the survey questionnaires are reported, using the chosen 5-level Likert scale, and using diverging
stacked bar charts. The figures use different levels of colors to show different levels of the Likert
scale, whereas percentages refer to aggregated negative, neutral, and aggregated positive values.
When discussing smells and their countermeasures, we keep traceability towards forums or
survey responses. That is, a smell solution described while reporting an example comes from that
example directly, whereas we use the notation Rx to trace discussions to survey responses. Note
that the rationale for choosing examples among the classified discussion was mainly done with
the purpose of favoring clarity, i.e., we have chosen examples that better explain the problem (and
possible solutions) in the paper. Therefore, the examples may not be fully representative of all
problem instances. Finally, other discussions not traced explicitly are based on the authors’ analysis
and knowledge of the problem.
3.1

Design and Game Logic

This category includes smells concerning decision choices related to the overall game architecture
(e.g., what is on the clients, what is on the server), low-level design (e.g., how different concerns
of a video game are separated), the organization of game objects (e.g., relations between similar
objects, and object hierarchies), and implementation choices (e.g., where the input handling goes
and where the code handling actions and animation goes). The effect of poor design choices can be
multiple, ranging from maintainability problems, i.e., the video game becomes difficult to evolve, to
performance problems, directly affecting the users’ experience. The perceived relevance of design
smells is reported in Fig. 4. All but three smells were perceived as critical/highly critical by the
majority of respondents.
A smell that was perceived particularly crucial by developers is the one related to Creating
components/objects at run-time, that has been considered as critical/highly critical by 83%
of the respondents. The scenario in which this smell may occur is, to some extent, similar to what
happens when one creates DBMS connections every time in a servlet without using a connection
pool. This problem is even more relevant in video games, because, in some scenarios, several
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Search by string/ID
Creating components/objects at run-time
Lack of separation of concern
Prefer static classes instead of singleton
for single instance entities in the game
Dependencies between objects
Design and Game Logic

Poor design of object state
management
Static coupling
Bloated asset
Weak temporization strategy

Status stored on clients
Inefficient data transfer between client and host/servers
Multiplayer

Reload entire workspace when a new client connects
Syncing multiple textures in a multiplayer environment
Improper use of rigging
Multiple animators over a model components

Game smells

Moving player vs. moving the rest of the
scene in an endless-world like game
Animation

Continuously checking if position/rotation is
within the boundary
Use objects over particle systems when not
needed
Too many keyframes in animation
Improper mesh settings for collider

Physics

Heavy physics computation in update
Setting objects velocity and override forces
Object drawing/rendering not properly optimized
Excessive number of elements in the scene
Texture or polygon choices cause aliasing

Rendering

Sampling and rendering to the same texture
Suboptimal, expensive choice of lights, shadows,
or reflection
Issues in material rendering

Fig. 3. Overview of Video Game Bad Smells Grouped into Categories.

objects (e.g., bullets being fired) may need to be created in fractions of a second without degrading
performance and user experience. The usual solution for this smell is the use of an object pool
from which pre-created objects are taken and then released. For example, developers discuss on
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Fig. 4. Design and Game Logic Bad Smells: Developers’ Perception (number of answers in parenthesis, the
three percentages refer to the overall negative, neutral, and positive responses).

GameDev4 about “declaring many objects during the game’s initialization and storing them in an
object pool” is the best way to avoid garbage collection of static objects: “a static object pooler will
be the best choice performance-wise”. Some respondents highlight how this issue is particularly
important, e.g., R3 “one of the major performance hindering things you can do is instantiating and
destroying objects”, while others like R2 despite agreeing mention that “there are cases of this that
I would consider acceptable, such as spawning buildings in a tower defense game”. Respondents
that disagreed, e.g., R25 mentions that this is “not that critical on small-scale projects and if used in
moderation.” Also, R39 mentions that creating/destroying objects at run-time could be acceptable
while prototyping to avoid this becoming cumbersome.
Weak temporization strategy concerns wrong assumptions made on the time elapsed
between subsequent game object updates, and was considered critical/highly critical by 80% of
the respondents. A typical mistake is the game object update in a frame-based update (e.g., a fixed
movement is performed at every frame), making the animation speed dependent on the frame
rate, and therefore varying on different devices, or even on the same device in different contexts.
Common solutions imply the use of time-based updates (FixedUPdate in Unity, which is executed
with a fixed frequency, whereas the conventional Update method is executed at every frame), as also
mentioned by R37 and R48, or making the movement/animation proportional to the time between
two frames (e.g., in Unity, multiplying the movement magnitude by the Time.deltaTime, i.e., the
time elapsed between two subsequent frames) as also mentioned by R30. One respondent (R51)
highlights how an early fix of this problem is highly desirable: “Grows more and more difficult to
fix the longer the issue persists.” Looking at a different technology, developers discuss this issue on
the Unreal Engine forum5 about the temporization strategy on a car multiplayer game. Simulating
with two players, “car response is slightly more ”slow” or ”sluggish”” on the client-side. To solve
the problem, “delta time scaling” has to be taken into account when controls are handled since
introducing this scaling will make your input less dependent on frame rate.
Lack of separation of concerns is the manifestation of bad design that, in principle, can
occur in any software application, not only video games. However, this is one of the cases for
4 https://gamedev.stackexchange.com/questions/101784/what-is-a-reasonable-way-to-avoid-gc-issues-in-unity
5 https://forums.unrealengine.com/t/different-physics-behavior-on-server-and-client-when-tested-on-weak-pc/101125/5
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which we decided to retain the smell in our catalog, because, also given the way game engines are
conceived, some developers may be tempted to produce code exhibiting such a smell. A typical
example is represented by cases in which source code handling controller inputs are mixed with
code producing object animations. 77% of the respondents found this smell to be critical/highly
critical. This smell is discussed on Game Development6 site of StackExchange: developers state
that “[h]aving Logic and Data in the same object/class/structure is considered bad practice, and allows
hackery that is likely to cause as many issues as it solves. Thus, to simplify the code and reduce its
complexity, it is good practice to separate game logic from game data: e.g., “[a] motion system, which
updates position according to velocity, should not be able to read/change character data”. For example,
one could attach to a game object multiple classes handling different concerns, such as movement,
firing, defense, etc. Also, nowadays some game engines are trying to mitigate the problem, e.g.,
Unity has developed a new input system that allows the developer to define logical actions bound
to different input controllers. Where this is not available, developers should develop themselves
virtual controllers.
Bloated assets refer to reusable assets (e.g., complex game objects) bringing with them
several elements (e.g., various types of textures one can add to the object or various predefined
animations). This may result in assets that are unnecessarily big especially when they contain assets
that are rarely used. This smell was considered critical/highly critical by 63% of the respondents. For
example, developers discuss this smell on the Stack Exchange Game Development7 : “example scenes
with unnecessary art assets, scripts etc” and recommend to remove unneeded assets “not so much
to save space, mostly to keep everything "clean"”, otherwise “you will have classes with conflicting
names, three sets of redundant animations for "jump" etc”.
Poor design of object state management, also perceived as critical/highly critical by
63% of the respondents concerns how a game object state is stored and handled, e.g., using simple
state variables and conditioned code, or a state-strategy design pattern [19]. R50 mentions that “. . .
using if/else statement to manage the state of an object wouldn’t allow easy expansion and would
be rather hard to maintain.” For instance, this is discussed in the JVM Gaming forum8 . Developers
debate on what is the best way to implement a state game manager, whether it is better to use
design patterns, e.g., State-Strategy patterns against if/switch statements. A developer advises to
not “. . . introduce design patterns and then try to force your application into them, but design your
solution straightforward”. This is because design patterns “really hardly make things easier”, thus
they have to be used only when needed, as pointed out by previous literature [29, 60].
Search by String/ID occurs when an object is identified (or searched) by its string identifier/tag, for example when determining whether a collision occurred with a specific object. More
specifically, if an object does not hold a reference to another (needed) object, it can access it through
a search, which can be performed by name or by tag. This smell is perceived as critical/highly critical
by 53% of the respondents. String comparisons, and even worse searching objects by their ID, could
in principle cause performance lags. Also in mobile development (e.g., Android development) this is
discouraged and found to be energy greedy [58]. As R23 mentions “I would recommend comparing
instances”, R54 suggests using enums, and R1 mentions other side effects “Not only performance
issues but prone to errors (tags/strings)”. However, many other developers highlight that the performance degradation depends on how frequently such a comparison occurs (R3, R4, R13, R25, R39, R51,

6 https://gamedev.stackexchange.com/questions/172991/entity-component-system-implementation-choices/173601#
173601
7 https://gamedev.stackexchange.com/questions/97712/do-i-have-to-commit-the-downloadable-assets-for-unity-to-therepo-or-a-referenc/97726#97726
8 https://jvm-gaming.org/t/using-a-switch-statement-to-determine-state-of-game/56771
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R65). An example of this smell is discussed in the Stack Exchange Game Development forum9 where
developers state: “beware that using Transform.Find or GameObject.Find should be avoided as much
as possible, because it’s quite slow” and they also highlight that “searching items by string arguments
is a bad practice anyway”. A recommended solution is “to use GetComponentInChildren<T>, and
attaching to the game objects you want to be found a script (it can be empty) with name T”, because
this limits the search space. As developers mention, the proposed solution is robust against any
change on the searched object and it also works in case object setup is defined at run-time.
Further smells were considered as critical/highly critical by a minority of the respondents.
The excessive presence of dependencies between objects creates, as in any other software
systems, maintainability problems and even increased fault-proneness [7, 11]. When developing
video games, an alternative would be to dynamically couple components instead. However, as R39
points out: “This come back to GetComponent being used to often unnecessarily. Other than this, it
makes the code a little bit less readable than just having a variable containing the reference all the
time.” Therefore, developers prefer to favor performance over ensuring decoupling, also considering
that such decoupling mechanisms also have a negative effect on source code readability. Similarly,
this is discussed on the Stack Exchange Game Development forum10 state “. . . bad practices about
gameObject/transform/components getters are connected with using them heavily, multiple times on
every update” and fix the performance problem through “caching mechanism”, as R39 pointed out.
Singleton vs. static and static coupling deserve further discussion. The singleton vs.
static choice is an endless question in object-oriented development [19]. Both static class and
singleton as global variables should be used with moderation since they create a strong coupling
with entities using them. However, the singleton design pattern allows for more flexibility in
comparison to static classes. Static classes cannot be instantiated, cannot implement Interfaces or
inherit a class, and can have only static members (constructor, fields, methods, properties, events),
while a singleton can leverage all features of object-oriented programming. With static classes,
one cannot control when the constructor is called and no parameters can be passed11 . Several
respondents, as expected, indicate that they make wise usage of both singletons and static classes,
i.e., the typical answer is “it depends” (R1, R2, R5, R32, R43, R48, R50, R76). Some explain when to
use one and when to use others in the context of video games, e.g., R43 “I use static classes for Data
and Core methods. Singletons for managers/controllers. They serve different purposes”, or R48
“Static classes should be used to store constants and some utility methods while singleton is used
to reference objects universally (e.g., Game Managers should be Singletons while Utility classes
should be static)”. Some advocate the use of singletons (R2, R5, R20, R30). For example, R20 says
“Singleton has visible and controlled initialization time.” Others point out their disadvantages, R38
“Prefer dependency injection.”, R52 “singletons, especially when on monobehaviors, will increase
complexity”. Finally, some respondents point out solutions available in specific game engines, i.e.,
R1 “Unreal has for example the GameInstance which is a singleton” or R47 “In Unity, even better to
use Scriptable Objects”. Developers in the game forums also have different views on the usage of
singletons. For example, a participant in the Java gaming forum12 mentioned that both singletons
and static global variables are anti-patterns and this person recommended the usage of dependency
injection instead. On the other hand, one developer mentioned the importance of using singletons
in the specific context of unity engines13 .
9 https://gamedev.stackexchange.com/questions/142546/in-unity-how-to-get-reference-of-descendant/142550#142550
10 https://gamedev.stackexchange.com/questions/74566/using-this-gameobject/74568#74568
11 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/csharp/programming-guide/classes-and-structs/static-constructors
12 https://jvm-gaming.org/t/design-question/35647/4
13 https://gamedev.stackexchange.com/questions/182053/is-it-bad-form-to-use-singletons-in-unity
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Static coupling occurs when the coupling between game objects is enforced through the
game engine IDE, e.g., by dragging a game object on another game object’s property. For example,
one could drag a material towards a renderer to set the appearance of a game object. In some
specific environments (e.g., Unity) if a class attached to a game object (i.e., a class inheriting from
MonoBehaviour) has a public or [SerializeField] field, such a field appears in the IDE inspector,
and it is possible to drag there any object compatible with the field type to create a dependency.
That is, let us assume that a script attached to a game object named Player has to access another
game object named Ball. Therefore, the script will have a [SerializeField] field of type game object,
e.g., named myBall. This field will be visible in the Player game object inspector, and dragging
the game object ball into the field will create the dependency. On the one hand, this could be
considered a bad practice, because dependencies are not stored (and visible) in the source code, yet
they are encoded in the components’ properties through the IDE (as discussed on Unity forum14 ).
On the other hand, this is found to be very convenient by developers, and not considered as a bad
practice in previous work [9]. The alternative to static coupling is to create dependencies in the
code through component names (e.g., using GetComponent-like APIs). In our study, only 21% found
static coupling not to be a smell, and 23% disagreed with that. Some respondents (R2) indicated
that this way of creating coupling is, instead, ideal, and the problem of “hidden dependencies” is
mitigated by IDEs such as JetBrains Rider [1], which allows a developer to inspect game object
variables. Also, R20 mentions that IDE-based coupling makes possible the use of the game engine
dependency analyzer (not possible from code-based dependencies). Respondents who agreed this is
a smell also mentioned (R38) that static coupling may be appropriate in some cases (e.g., to couple
scene objects with scripts), and less appropriate in other cases (e.g., to couple scripts themselves).
Nevertheless, some developers still explain why static coupling can be a bad practice, namely R44
“Soft dependencies are hard to search for.”
Key findings: Bad choices in design and game logic are particularly important when they
have a tangible effect on performances and users’ experience in general. Very often, this is
preferred also at the cost of reduced maintainability, e.g., by preferring an increased coupling over
solutions having negative effects on performance. Moreover, the magnitude/severity of a smell
matters, e.g., a smell potentially causing performance problems is still considered acceptable in
circumstances where its effects are negligible.

3.2

Multiplayer

This category includes poor decision choices related to the design and implementation of a game’s
multiplayer component. In this case, as Fig. 5 shows, all smells were perceived as critical/highly
critical by the majority of respondents. Multiplayer, online games are gaining popularity: a report
by GlobalWebIndex [21] indicates how 26% of gamers leverage online games to create new contacts
with others.
The first smell (and also perceived as critical/highly critical by the 91% of respondents) concerns storing the game status on clients. In general, status synchronization in distributed
systems may be a problem for other applications too, e.g., distributed data-intensive applications
and in distributed systems in general. Video games have the peculiarity of requiring real-time
synchronization to avoid disrupting the players’ experience, and also may suffer from malicious
attacks to cheat the game. Having the status stored on clients could cause synchronization problems,
especially in case of unexpected disconnections from clients. Developers discuss this problem on
14 https://forum.unity.com/threads/int-wont-decrease-to-zero.802566/#post-5331405
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Fig. 5. Multiplayer Bad Smells: Developers’ Perception (number of answers in parenthesis, the three percentages refer to the overall negative, neutral, and positive responses).

the Stack Exchange Game Development forum15 . They also propose a solution: “You should store
the stack [game status] on the server and send it to the clients as they join. This will have also the
advantage of preventing around with messing with the stack.” Furthermore, the status could be
potentially hacked by a player for cheating in an online competition. This problem was explicitly
pointed out by seven respondents (R2, R4, R5, R27, R32, R39, and R48). An example of this security
issue is discussed on the same forum16 as above. Developers state: “PlayerPrefs” are “VERY insecure”
location to store game data since they “are extremely easy to edit, due to them being pretty much plain
text and not encrypted in any way, so the values can be directly edited”. The proposed solution is to
serialize the data creating “dots a function by which you save your data to a binary file”. Some game
engines have alternative solutions for state management. For example, Unity allows for handling
the state locally and provides primitives/components to synchronize, but it has features to establish
who has the authority to modify the status of a given object. For example, only the owner can
modify the status of a player game object.
Another common bad smell is Reload entire workspace when a new client connects. This can occur when a new player connects in an online game and loads all his game
objects; which can be a single object (e.g., a humanoid or a vehicle), or multiple objects. This
new connection should not cause a complete reload of the game space for all players, but just a
differential update. 79% of the respondents agreed on this smell. Some respondents were more
neutral, pointing out that this issue in some games could be avoided by design, e.g., R2 explain that it
“depends on if players can join while gameplay is running, or if they can only join while the rest of
the players are in some kind of lobby/between match state.” Other developers discuss the exchange
of game information between Clients and Server 17 , explaining that it is not needed “. . . to send
updates for all objects in the game, to all clients.”. They recommend selecting only the necessary
objects that a client can see, and sending only their updates to the client. In conclusion, the problem
can be addressed by design preventing its cause, i.e., client connection during a game, happening at
all, or by properly specifying (through the game engine networking APIs and facilities) a limited
number of objects that need to be created and rendered when a new client connects.
A more generic problem (which can have different causes) is the inefficient data transfer
between a client and the host/server, e.g., either because more data than needed is
transferred, or because data transfer is performed when not required. This problem was considered
critical/highly critical by 73% of the respondents. For example, in the Stack Exchange Game

15 https://gamedev.stackexchange.com/questions/108827/is-it-bad-practice-to-for-the-server-to-request-data-for-a-

client-from-another-c
16 https://gamedev.stackexchange.com/questions/124221/is-it-bad-practice-to-store-inventory-and-scores-in-playerprefs
17 https://gamedev.stackexchange.com/questions/62096/how-do-i-duplicate-a-box2d-simulation-mid-simulation
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Development forum18 developers discuss on using sockets to let clients servers communicate. One
developer mentions that sending full information to every client repeatedly is a bad practice. The
WebSockets protocol does not have enough speed for an online game, developers point out “[t]he
technique is effective, but is not well suited for applications that have sub-500 millisecond latency or high
throughput requirements”. Thus, a solution could be to limit the transfer only to primitive/essential
data (as also R48 pointed out).
The least important problem (i.e., perceived as critical/highly critical by 61% of the respondents)
is related to problems of Synchronization of game objects featuring multiple textures. As pointed out by R48, to avoid this kind of problem, “syncing texture should be executed
on client machine based on data received from server.” For instance, on HTML5 GameDev forum19
developers deal the problem of FPS (Frames per Second) dropping down caused by drawing canvas
for dynamic texture. As a solution, they choose to update the canvas “just twice per second instead
on every frame”. In essence, continuous synchronization of properties such as textures may become
excessively expensive. Therefore, a proper performance analysis is required to carefully tune the
update frequency, balancing sometimes the realism of the objects’ look and feel with performance.
Key findings: Multiplayer-related smells mainly concern how data is transferred and synchronized between clients and server/host. The aforementioned smells mainly have performancerelated side effects, e.g., lags when playing the game. Moreover, security issues need to be taken
into account in multiplayer games, e.g., by preventing a client to change the state of objects it is
not owning.

3.3

Animation

Animation-related smells concern how game objects are animated. The six animation-related smells
received, in general, a milder agreement than others. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 6, the percentage of
agreements ranges between 42% and 60%, with, in general, a relatively high percentage of neutral
responses (between 26% and 40%).
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Fig. 6. Animation Bad Smells: Developers’ Perception (number of answers in parenthesis, the three percentages
refer to the overall negative, neutral, and positive responses).

The first smell is related to using objects over particle systems when not needed.
Particle systems are sets of sprites, following certain animation patterns, projected towards the
18 https://gamedev.stackexchange.com/questions/124246/input-and-output-of-a-server-side-game-using-web-

sockets/126556
19 https://www.html5gamedevs.com/topic/15564-help-with-dynamic-textures/#comment-88321
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camera. They are typically used to create effects such as fire, smoke, water, etc. Creating some
effects (e.g., the presence of flies or butterflies in the sky) using game objects is unnecessary and
heavyweight unless such objects need to interact with the rest of the game. Particle systems—
animated sprites projected to the cameras—are more recommended instead. As pointed out by
R5, “This should be pretty obvious, but if ignored will cause massive frames per second drop.” For
instance, in the Unreal Engine forum, we found a discussion20 on how to render “physical bullets”.
Developers assert “. . . for a realistic approach bullets are never visible, the only thing someone
can notice are the vapor trails and the heated up bullets at night”, thus the best way to render
them is using “Hit-Scanning” being “less [performance] intensive”, i.e., dots generating hundreds or
even thousands of bullets in quick succession, you might experience some performance issues if each
one is calculating velocity based on a ‘ProjectileMovementComponent”. Note that Hit-Scanning is a
programming technique casting a ray in the direction of the shot to determine where an object is
pointing. In essence, particle systems alone are sufficient when the only goal is to create a visual
effect. Whereas, when the game element needs to interact with other objects, and be subject to
physics, then a game object, possibly complemented by particle systems, is required.
There is a smell related to how the movement of an object is handled in a confined region, e.g.,
a car or a character on a track. In some games, instead of using colliders, this is implemented by
continuously checking if position/rotation is within the boundary. As mentioned
by R5, while this is necessary, a compromise should be pursued (too much checking would result
in a lag, whereas enough would compromise the behavior). Also, R50 mentions how, in the end,
this check does require a heavy calculation and in some circumstances, it can be preferred over
colliders. Such a problem is mentioned, for example, in a Stack Exchange Game Development
Forum discussion21 . Developers want to improve the performance of collisions detection. The
proposed solution is spatial hashing, i.e., a technique to spatially divide the scene and keep into
account objects belonging to each portion. When an object crosses the border between two parts,
the collision detection algorithm checks for collisions only within objects belonging to that part,
therefore reducing the required computation.
In some game engines (e.g., Unity), the animator is a component that defines the animation
behavior of a game object, for example through a state machine (Multiple animators over a
model component). Such a state machine triggers different animations depending on whether a
condition occurs. For example, if the vertical speed is greater than a given threshold, a character
may start to walk, while it can turn left or right when the horizontal speed changes. On some
occasions, developers may decide to attach multiple animators to the same object, e.g., to handle
different kinds of actions such as walking or firing, or to animate portions of the object, e.g., moving
its head. Some respondents (R5, R39, R51) explicitly mentioned not having experience with this
concept (and in general this may be the reason for the high number of “Neutral”). However, some of
the respondents, e.g., R48 and R50, agreed that managing multiple animators would be painful, and,
if needed, it would be much better to divide a single animator into layers, i.e., sub-state machines. In
a discussion of the Stack Exchange Game Development forum22 , developers debate the possibility
of using multiple animators to separately animate the head and the rest of the body. They mention
that, from a performance perspective, there is no impact, if one uses multiple animator components.
Nevertheless, considering maintainability effects, they also advise opting for that only if needed.
When creating a third-person game in an endless world, e.g., a racing track, one can decide to
create a real model of the world and move the character with the camera, or else move the track
20 https://forums.unrealengine.com/development-discussion/content-creation/10301-efficient-rendering-of-physical-

bullets-no-hit-scanning
21 https://gamedev.stackexchange.com/questions/74858/how-can-i-improve-my-collision-detections-performance
22 https://gamedev.stackexchange.com/questions/129110/parent-and-child-with-different-animators
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under the character (Moving player vs. rest of the scene in endless-world game). In
the first case, the world model to be created may be very large, and possibly expensive, yet managing
the game object’s animation would be fairly simple, as it is simply an object, with a camera attached
behind, that moves in a world. In the second case, it is not necessary to model the entire world nor
to move the object, but there is a need for creating the environment behind the object as the latter
moves. Some respondents (R30, R39, R50) mention how this design decision may depend on the
game. Also, R30 mentions how, by using object pooling mechanisms mentioned in Section 3.1, it is
possible to piece-wise create visible parts of the scene on the fly, giving the impression that the
character is moving, and also, as explained in Section 3.1, mitigating the overhead due to continuous
objects’ creation. Developers discuss this smell on Unreal Engine forum23 , explaining challenges in
simulating the movement of a space ship while it is moving at a high speed. They suggest moving
the entire scene around the ship and not the ship itself to avoid “wacky” physics and glitches due
to high speed.
The Improper use of rigging, i.e., how game objects are connected to form a complex,
animated object (e.g., by connecting the bones of a character) can result in animation-related
problems. For example, if an arm is not properly attached to the body of a character, it may be able
to rotate towards unnatural positions. As R30 mentioned: “If the rigging is not properly done then
the animation will not sync or give the feeling that we wanted it to give.” However, the majority of
respondents were neutral. One possible explanation (not mentioned though) is they are not directly
involved in this problem, especially when models are mostly reused and adapted. For instance, a
discussion24 in the StackExchange Game Development Forum highlights the importance of using
rigging for animations. In particular, developers point out that “[i]t’s very difficult to move an object
independently to match an animation” and recommend “. . . to attach the object to the skeleton of
the mesh” since, although not perfect, “it will almost always be good enough”. Through rigging, the
animator will handle all the complexity needed to compute “the precise dimensions of both meshes
(character[/hand] and object) and the movements of the animation at every frame”.
Finally, when an animation is designed manually, this can be done by setting “key frames”, i.e.,
specific frames over the animation cycle in which the object assumes a given position or in general
a given status (Too many keyframes in animation). That is, key frames set user-defined
values for objects’ position, rotation, or other properties, while values for frames in-between are
obtained through interpolation curves. As pointed out by R39, it “would cause problems if it is done
with sprite, but rigged animation shouldn’t pose that much problem.” In general, the controversial
responses obtained for this smell indicate that in general it is not a big issue, and it really depends
on the kind of animation (rigging model vs. sprites). In the HTML5 GameDevs forum25 , there is an
interesting example of this smell. Developers highlight that performance issues can be due to a
high number of key frames in an animation, and therefore suggest “to remove most keyframes and
just leave a few interpolations” to improve performance.

23 https://forums.unrealengine.com/t/walking-inside-a-space-ship-while-it-is-moving-at-high-speeds/42183
24 https://gamedev.stackexchange.com/questions/104096/how-do-i-get-the-position-and-rotation-of-an-animated-

object-in-unity/105908#105908
25 https://www.html5gamedevs.com/topic/22796-problem-with-animation-in-blender-with-new-exporter/#comment129973
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Key findings: Animation-related smells are considered less critical than the other categories
of smells by our survey respondents. A possible reason for that is because we mainly targeted
developers, whereas some of the animation problems are handled by other specialists, e.g.,
artists and experts in computer graphics, belonging to a video game development team. That
being said, animation-related smells range from problems related to the general game animation
architecture (e.g., choice of particle systems vs. animated objects or design of endless games) to
model-specific problems (e.g., rigging or setting of key frames). The former may be of interest
to developers too, while the latter may pertain more to a model designer.

3.4

Physics

We have identified three types of smells related to how the game physics is implemented. Their
perceived importance is reported in Fig. 7, and two out of three were considered critical/highly
critical by the majority of the respondents.
Heavy physics computation in update (63)

6%

6%

87%

Improper mesh settings for collider (61)

5%

20%

75%

Setting objects velocity and override forces (62)

16%

44%
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Fig. 7. Physics Bad Smells: Developers’ Perception (number of answers in parenthesis, the three percentages
refer to the overall negative, neutral, and positive responses).

The first smell, which received a very high level of agreement (87%), is related to the heavyweight physics computation in game object updates. While this smell may appear very
similar to bottlenecks in any conventional software, in this case, it is particularly important to
distinguish what is executed only when a scene (or some objects) are created from what is executed
continuously, e.g., at every frame or with a fixed frequency, for the fixed updates. This smell occurs
when the game physics (i.e., the forces acting on each object) is continuously recomputed and then
applied to produce animations. On the Stack Exchange Game Development Forum26 , developers
discuss this problem “to set the velocity of an object every loop”. This could cause performance drops,
and a possible solution can be to update the object’s velocity only when the external velocity value
changes, introducing, for instance, an if statement checking this change.
While it is the norm to leverage update cycles to recompute physics and separate this from
animations, attention needs to be paid to avoid this becomes a bottleneck, for example by updating
game objects’ physics only when necessary, or in general by optimizing such computations (see
example on the Stack Exchange Game Development Forum discussed above26 ). Four respondents
(R30, R37, R40, and R50) clearly stress the use of time-based updates (known as Fixed Updates in
Unity) instead of updates performed at every frame, although this does not solve the problem.
Others suggested updating physics every N cycles (R37), or using optimized approaches such as
lookup tables (R41) to fasten physics computation.
Improper mesh settings for a collider could also cause problems. 75% of the respondents
pointed out this smell as critical/highly critical, and 20% were neutral. There exist different types of
colliders. A mesh-based collider is composed of many (possibly small) triangles and fits a game
26 https://gamedev.stackexchange.com/questions/51356/is-it-bad-practice-to-set-the-velocity-of-an-object-every-

loop?r=SearchResults
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object’s shape, but it may negatively affect performances. Then, there are “coarser” colliders having
the shape of boxes, cylinders, capsules, or spheres. Unless the object has a simple shape, the latter
may not be able to properly fit the object, and can cause less precise collisions, yet being less
resource demanding. Some respondents like R5 and R50 recommend always using the simplest
collider, but, as explained above this can cause game glitches, i.e., unwanted collisions. In the Stack
Exchange Game Development Forum27 , there is a discussion about the bad practice of detecting
collisions per pixel, leading to expensive physics computation. The right way to handle collision
is to use polygon shapes. In essence, a lot depends on how collisions would occur in a game. For
example, if a car can only impact against a wall or other cars, then a box collider may be sufficient.
Instead, if objects may collide against its windshield, then a mesh collider would be needed.
Setting object velocity and override forces means that an object’s speed is not
determined based on forces applied to it, but, rather, programmatically set, e.g., as a result of a
player’s input. Unsurprisingly, this smell has been considered quite controversial (44% neutral, and
only 40% agreeing). This also depends on the fact that in most cases developers rely on predefined
components to determine the movement of an object based on the received inputs. For example,
Unity provides the CharacterController component for that. However, when the object’s movement
has to be determined based on multiple forces, to also allow some scenarios not contemplated by
predefined components, then it may be necessary to directly modify the object’s velocity. One
reason is that some games intentionally have no physics, as one respondent (R50) indicated: “A
game without physics shouldn’t have to use forces to translate his units”. A respondent (R25) who
strongly disagreed indicates that the game engine s/he is using has poor physics management,
therefore “ homebrewed physics systems are usually a better option if there is the time, money and
energy”, although, in this case, a separation between physics and movement is still possible and
desirable. Regarding this smell, we found two interesting discussions2829 on the Stack Exchange
Game Development forum. They mainly highlight that directly setting the velocity on a rigid body
is a bad practice since it “cancels all other forces acting on the rigidbody”. Another side effect occurs in
presence of “other non-kinematic non-static rigidbodies blocking the object’s path” leading the engine
to “give it as much force as it needs to push them away without slowing down” and consequently
“[y]ou might witness "fun" game mechanics like rigibodies getting launched into orbit or getting pushed
through solid walls.” A possible solution is to avoid directly setting the objects’ velocity, and apply
any additional force instead.
Key findings: Smells related to the game physics concern the way the game physics is being
computed, through scripts or by leveraging existing components, and by setting-up colliders.
Unsuitable choices may cause in some cases performance issues (e.g., heavyweight updates
or colliders), but also game glitches, e.g., due to coarse collision handling or improper physics
computations.

3.5

Rendering

Rendering smells concern issues related to the way objects are drawn/rendered, as well as the
various visual effects in the games. Bad choices in this regard could not only cause performance
problems but also result in visualization glitches, e.g., aliasing or, in general, objects not properly
27 https://gamedev.stackexchange.com/questions/17222/xna-platformer-collision-perpixel-vs-rectangle
28 https://gamedev.stackexchange.com/questions/153419/proper-way-to-set-a-rigidbodys-maximum-velocity
29 https://gamedev.stackexchange.com/questions/186505/what-are-the-dangers-of-setting-rigidbody-velocity-directly-

for-movement-and-wha
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drawn. As shown in Fig. 8, all but two smells were considered critical/highly critical by the majority
of respondents.
Object drawing/rendering not properly optimized (61)
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Suboptimal, expensive choice of lights, shadows, or reflection (61)
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Fig. 8. Rendering Bad Smells: Developers’ Perception (number of answers in parenthesis, the three percentages
refer to the overall negative, neutral, and positive responses).

The most important problem here is the lack of optimization when drawing/rendering
objects. For example, too far, not visible objects are always redrawn, or all objects of a scene
are redrawn at every frame (and not just those that have been changed). For example, on Unreal
Engine forum 30 developers discuss whether to apply invisible material to some parts of the scene
(body-parts) will improve the performance. They confirm that “Applying a transparent material to a
mesh will not make it render faster” since “there is a cost to translucency and masking. The vertices
are still there, just deferring to render specific parts of the material”. A possible solution could be
to use LOD (Level of Detail) generator “to create new LODs that can look just as good as the full
resolution mesh”. 84% of the respondents perceived this smell as critical/highly critical. R4 mentions
that this is “one of the biggest sources of unnecessary framerate drop”, while R37 argues that a
clear solution for this smell and the other smells mentioned below is to “use occlusion culling to
make sure GPU have to only compute objects at the camera’s sight.” Specifically, the occlusion
culling determines the view angle of a camera and how far it can “see” objects. By reducing the
occlusion culling, very far objects are no longer visible by the camera and, while in some cases this
may reduce the level of detail, it can contribute to performance improvement.
Another problem, considered critical/highly critical by 79% of the respondents, is related to
visualization effects, i.e., to the sub-optimal, expensive choice of lights, shadows, or
reflections. For example, some lights whose behavior does not depend on the game dynamics
could be “baked” statically instead of being rendered in real-time. In other words, when a shadow,
a light, or a reflection is baked, it does not change when objects affecting it move. Therefore, it is
suitable for effects produced by static objects only. Indeed, R5 mentions that “the concept of "baking"
is quite important and should be taught early.” That is, developers should perform an inventory
of static and dynamic objects, as well as of their related effects, to properly plan where baked or
real-time effects should be used. Also, the excessive usage of shadows or reflections could cause
performance issues, as pointed out by R39, “shadow and reflection cost a lot of power and should
be optimized.” On the one hand, the aforementioned effects make the video game more realistic and
improve its look and feel. On the other hand, they can be performance-demanding, especially on
limited-resource devices. An interesting example is discussed on Unreal Engine forum31 : developers
ask if there exists a way to “[d]ynamically light up a big hall without too much performance lost”.
30 https://forums.unrealengine.com/t/ue4-applying-invisible-materials-to-some-bodyparts-improve-fps/149799
31 https://forums.unrealengine.com/t/dynamically-light-up-a-big-hall-without-too-much-performance-lost/78721
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More precisely, when a player comes into a room, the light is turned on with variable intensity and
the attenuation radius causes performance issues. Several suggestions have been made to solve this
problem, e.g., try to use less light, make some lights static, or try to split big mesh into smaller ones.
Problems related to the presence of an excessive number of elements in the scene is
considered critical/highly critical by 77% of the respondents. The way this problem can be solved is
by (i) incrementally rendering elements only when they become visible, (ii) reducing the camera
occlusion culling, as also mentioned above for another smell, i.e., the distance over which objects
are no longer visible, and (iii) simplifying the objects being shown. For example, R30 mentions
that “if some meshes are not important, it’s better not to put it or you can change the rendering
setting to high”. Some other respondents mentioned that this kind of problem is more on the engine
optimization side than on the programmers’ or computer graphics’ side. R56 mentions that “the
engine needs to be able to support multiple elements without hindering performances”, while
R54 clarifies the rendering capability of the Unreal Engine: “UE (Unreal Engine) 4 handles up to 1
million mesh and UE 5 20 million”. A really simple example of this smell is discussed on Unreal
Engine forum32 : developers underline that performance issues are related to a high number of
objects on the scene which leads to render a large number of objects on the same time. A possible
solution is merging the objects to have “fewer meshes to process”. The main issue is the number of
objects (each one will impact performance). Hence, even if it is not a complex model (adds to the
number of draw calls), it is better to merge objects that are very simple to lower the number of
objects, starting from those using the same material.
Sampling and rendering to the same texture was considered critical/highly critical
by 60% of the respondents, and it is related to scenarios when one is writing to a texture while it
is being rendered, causing undefined behavior in the GPU. A recommended practice is, instead,
to create a texture copy, modify it, and then render it again. On the Game Development forum of
StackExchange, developers state that “. . . reading and writing to the same texture in a shader is bad
practice (not surprisingly) and will cause undefined behavior on GPUs” and propose also a solution to
that: “. . . copy the target texture to a new texture and then read from the copy while still writing to
the original target texture”. R5 mentions that “this is both very important and unlikely to happen
(most people know not to do that)”. In other words, while the behavior related to this smell can
be indeed problematic, most game developers do not perform such advanced (run-time) texture
modifications. R39 mentions that some game engines have already a solution for this problem, e.g.,
“Unity seems to handle that automatically (cloning material when called directly)”. In essence, the
avoidance of this problem can be achieved on the one hand by developing static analysis tools able
to detect the problem, similarly to race condition detectors. On the other hand, game engines could
provide avoidance mechanisms, such as the cloning of Unity or, for example, allowing mutually
exclusive access to textures.
Two smells were perceived as less important, with a higher percentage (the majority) of neutral
responses and a minority of agreements. This is likely due to the background of our respondents.
Most of them are game developers and not specialized in computer graphics, i.e., they rely on
expertise from others for such specific problems.
Issues in material rendering happen when a material is adopting the wrong mesh types,
or, for example, the presence of side-by-side materials could cause visualization issues. As pointed
out by R54, the severity of this smell can depend a lot on the engine. This smell was considered
critical/highly critical by only 47% of the respondents, and 32% were neutral. This could be because
the relevance of this smell highly depends on the context. In a discussion33 on Unreal Engine
32 https://forums.unrealengine.com/t/beginner-performance-issues/96340
33 https://forums.unrealengine.com/t/is-there-any-hit-on-performance-with-2-sided-materials-vs-non-2-sided/76736
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forum, developers asked whether using a 2 sided material against a non 2 sided affects performance.
Developers point out that “. . . it costs more performance to render a material two sided than not.”, but
they also emphasize that “everything in game design is about context so without context the answer is
yes/no/maybe”. In this case, there is a trade-off: choosing or not an accurate rendering depends on
the game context or targeted devices, e.g.,, whether the game is either desktop project, Mobile, or
VR. Regarding two-sided material, developers advise to “[not] avoid it any cost - just make sure not
to use it on everything unless absolutely necessary”. For this smell, other than a suitable performance
evaluation, automated tests able to identify the presence of visualization glitches, e.g., by analyzing
game videos, may be desirable.
Finally, Texture or polygon choices cause aliasing occurs when a bad choice of object
texturing or number/type of polygons of a game object causes aliasing, i.e., lines and surfaces that
exhibit jagged edges. This smell was perceived critical/highly critical by 40% of the respondents,
with 40% being neutral. Confirming what we conjectured above, R39 mentions that this is “more a
problem on the 3D artist side”. Also, R39 mentions that “gameplay and performance are mostly
unaffected by this” (indeed the smell mostly results in visualization problems than in performance
problems). An example is discussed on the Game Development site of StackExchange34 : developers
asked for a possible solution to “no smoothing applied to the textures”. Jagged and black lines were
displayed around a figure.
Key findings: While ensuring proper rendering should be a responsibility of computer graphics
experts rather than developers, such problems are perceived as very important, because they
often have tangible effects on the game’s visual or its performance. In several cases, also depending on the employed hardware, there is a tradeoff between quality of detail and performance.
From a software designer’s perspective, it is important to allow the game to have a varying
level of detail depending on the hardware characteristics.

3.6

Other smells the study respondents suggested us

In total, 13 respondents gave us additional suggestions about the relevance of other types of smells
not considered in our study. Two of the authors performed an (independent) manual classification
of such comments, after splitting those with multiple suggestions (in total, we ended up with 22
rows to classify) followed by a discussion. It was found that they belong to different categories:
• Conventional code smells (5 suggestions): in six cases, respondents pointed out (known) conventional smells, including abuse of references/coupling to static classes, abuse of logging
statements, use of magic numbers, bad naming conventions, or incorrect usage of design
patterns.
• Issues more related to the game story or human-computer interaction (4 suggestions): these are
not strictly related to the game design or implementation. Instead, they mention problems
related to easy-to-use/understand user interfaces, gameplay/game experience, design of the
game story itself, and lack of proper communication/misunderstanding between different
stakeholders involved in the video game development. While the former problems are beyond
the scope of our work, the latter is particularly interesting. As the respondent explains, these
are problems leading to reengineering “artists deciding to change the elbow of a character,
breaking all the animations” or “sound designers adding Rigidbody to prefabs . . . and the
coders spend 3 days to figure out a problem that came from that . . . "
34 https://gamedev.stackexchange.com/questions/110286/how-to-fix-texture-edge-artefacts
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• Duplicates (3 cases): in three cases respondents reported problems that could be a specialization
of some of the bad smells that we already considered, namely (i) Recalculating object state
inside Update (which is our Poor design of object state management); (ii) “excessive
use of strings instead of constants”, which, depending on the specific case, can be brought to
our Search by String/ID or it can be a conventional magic number smell; and (iii) using
game objects as folders, which is a case of Bloated asset.
• Additional game smells (2 suggestions): finally, we found two cases where respondents proposed two smells that we did not consider. The first one is about the use of the “Script
Execution Order” occurring in game engines such as Unity, where scripts attached to all
game objects are executed in an endless loop. This may cause unexpected behavior, because
it is not clear whether actions happen in a certain order. The second one is the “wheel of
death pattern of using Any State to transition anywhere in an Animator Controller”. This
is a specific issue occurring in Unity, where the Animator Controller is a component that
governs a game object’s animation through state machines. The Any State35 is a special state
used to specify that, should a given event occur, a transition towards a certain state must
happen, regardless of the previous state (which is therefore modeled with this special state).
However, in general, this could be also seen as a special case of Poor design of object
state management.
3.7

Are the studied smells specific to video games?

While our study has focused on bad smells occurring during video game development, as also
discussed in the previous sections, some of the smells may apply to other domains as well. Nevertheless, such smells are particularly relevant during video game development, and therefore we
decided to keep them in our taxonomy.
Broadly speaking, smells related to the last three categories (Animation, Physics, and Rendering)
are all specific to video games, or, possibly, can be applied to computer graphics, special effects
in movies, or simulation. Instead, smells related to design and game logic or smells related to
multiplayer (except for the one related to Synchronization of game objects featuring
multiple textures) can also occur in other types of systems. To this aim, Table 3 provides, for
each game smell applicable to other domains, an explanation of why it is particularly important in
video game development, as well as scenarios where it can apply elsewhere.
4

LESSONS LEARNED

This section discusses the lessons learned for developers, educators, and researchers.
4.1

Lessons for developers

Prioritize the removal and avoidance of smells having a negative effect on the game experience. Our results, for example those related to design and game logic smells, but also those of
other smell categories, such as animation and rendering, highlight how very often smells become
problematic only if they have a tangible effect in terms of game performance, or on the gamers’
experience, which is the highest priority during development. If this is not the case, the smell is not
considered as particularly critical and therefore worthwhile to be removed. Also, smells having a
negative impact on maintainability are considered as less critical. This is a substantial perspective
shift from conventional software development and to the existing literature of code smells and
antipatterns [12], where there is a high emphasis on program comprehension, maintainability and
design for change [2, 25, 30, 61]. When focusing on the video game development domain, while
35 https://docs.unity3d.com/Manual/class-State.html
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Table 3. Game smells applicable to other domains

Game Smell

Relevance for video games
Design and Game Logic
Search by String ID
Dependencies may be created by
ID; use of tags to determine the
objects’ identity
Creating
compo- In games, some types of objects
nents/objects at run-time
(e.g., bullets) are frequently created and destroyed in many instances
Lack of separation of con- Game development framework
cern
may encourage mixing-up inputs, physics, and animation
Prefer static classes instead (Static) Game objects must be
of singleton
unique to avoid access errors

Dependencies between ob- Need to achieve a tradeoff bejects
tween decoupling and good performance and temporization
Poor design of object state Some game behavior, e.g., movemanagement
ment or animation may require
complex, change-prone state
models
Static coupling
Video Game IDEs entail the visual creation of dependencies
Bloated assets
Models may contain redundant/unlikely to be used elements, e.g., textures or animations
Weak temporization strat- Perceived speed should be
egy
frame-rate independent

State stored on clients

Where applies elsewhere
Search of Android views [58]

Database connections in clientserver (e.g., Web) applications

Any cases where the structural [13] or conceptual [38] cohesion is low
Use of singleton vs. static
classes largely discussed
in object-oriented development [19]
Excessive coupling is a general
problem in software development [7, 11, 13]
Proper solutions for statemanagement advocated in
object-oriented development
[19]
In principle, this might happen
in other IDEs too
The general concepts may apply elsewhere, e.g., one can create bloated assents in software
configuration management, or
bloated containers
A similar smell may occur
in any time-sensitive systems
structured as an endless loop

Multiplayer
May cause game cheating

May occur in other distributed
systems, e.g., online banking
Reload entire workspace Game experience disruption Some other types of applicawhen new clients connect
caused by poor game lobby man- tions, e.g., online GPS navigaagement
tors may exhibit similar issues
Inefficient
data
trans- Avoiding lags is essential in on- In general, true for distributed
fer between client and line games
systems
host/servers
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designing for change is still important, e.g., to allow releasing patches or downloadable content, the
developers’ main focus is on the gameplay, and therefore a coding practice is considered problematic
only up to the point it may lead towards performance degradation effects. These considerations
influence the way video game developers should prioritize quality assessment and improvement
activities, e.g., by combining smell identification with an assessment of their intensity and possible
effect on performance.
Smells are highly game/framework dependent. Depending on the type of game under development, on the adopted technology, or the targeted hardware and software platforms, developers
may or may not encounter a specific type of smell, or may consider it more or less important.
Indeed, mitigation strategies adopted to deal with bad smells highly depend on the specific problem
being solved. For example, as also discussed in Section 3.4, physics-related bad smells may not be
an issue at all for games where physics does not apply, or they depend on the extent to which the
game physics needs to be customized with respect to what is available out-of-the-box.
Similarly, some performance problems may occur only in a multiplayer context, e.g., where
multiplayer-specific smells such as Reload entire workspace when a new client connects may even interact with other smells, such as those related to an expensive rendering, e.g.,
excessive number of elements in the scene. Moreover, as pointed out before, the performance impact of a smell is a key factor when assessing its relevance, therefore it is also important
to determine the hardware and software characteristics of the targeted platforms, as some smells
may affect more older consoles or mobile devices.
Early fix of smells is highly desirable: Some smells may become cumbersome to fix if they
persist longer and developers have to prevent these smells at the design phase, i.e., early in the
video game development life-cycle. For instance, R39 states that “the concept of "baking" is quite
important and should be taught early” when commenting about the rendering smell sub-optimal,
expensive choice of lights, shadows, or reflections. In general, as discussed in Section 3.5, a proper and early planning of static vs. dynamic rendering of effects is highly desirable.
Moreover, when commenting about the smell Creating components/objects at run-time,
R40 mentions that it is “very important to start early while in production. During prototyping not
so much, since it makes development cumbersome, but the infrastructure needs to be put early,
because it is a nightmare to create later and this can impact performance by a lot on small devices.”
Heterogeneous teams: Another emerging problem is the lack of communication between
development team members leading to re-engineering. Video game development involves many
skilled professionals [8], i.e., Scripter, Game Designer, Graphics/Animation Programmer, etc. R48
highlights some problems derived from lack of communication between team members: “artists
deciding to change the elbow of a character, breaking all the animations, sound designers adding
Rigidbody to prefabs because Wwise requires it and the coders spend 3 days to figure out a problem
that came from that”. In this context, as discussed in Section 6, specific studies have analyzed video
game-specific project management smells [57].
Good practices from software development are still valid for video game development:
Some good practices coming from general software development, e.g., clean up the project removing
unnecessary code (dead code) or Single Responsibility Principle [40], are also valid for video game
development. In some cases, developers are “encouraged” to introduce some smells by the IDE.
For instance, Unity allows to statically couple objects through the game engine IDE using the
[SerializedField] field attached to a game object, in this way the object will be visible to the IDE
inspector (i.e., the Static Coupling smell). However, as R1 points out “. . . it is a real advantage
for designers” even though it is “[n]ot visible and can be broken” easily. This also calls for better tool
support still aiding developers on the one side, while avoiding maintainability problems on the
other side.
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Lessons for educators

On teaching design principles and goals for the video game domain: more often than not,
when teaching software design, there is a lot of emphasis on design for change, and in general on
targeting maintainability goals. When designing video games, performance and user experience
are the primary design goals. Therefore, developers should be instructed about design choices that
could positively impact performance (e.g., the use of object pools avoid searching objects through
strings) and, at the same time, they should be careful with choices (e.g., heavy usage of design
patterns) that could have a positive effect on maintainability, but that may have a negative impact
on performance.
Elements of computer graphics are necessary also for software developers: video game
developers are not necessarily in charge of creating 3D models and animations, and will unlikely
be artists. At the same time, when integrating these elements into their products, they should be
able to grasp the basics of 3D modeling and computer graphics. As our study has shown, smells
belonging to certain categories (e.g., Animation, and above all Rendering) originate from wrong
choices made when integrating graphical models into a game, even when developers mainly reused
out-of-the-box assets produced by others.
4.3

Lessons for researchers and tool makers

This work paves different research work for researchers, as well as for companies developing IDEs
or tools aimed at supporting video game development.
Game-specific smell detectors. Primarily, our study triggers the development of video gamespecific bad smell detectors. Following what has been done in previous work [9] for five game
smells which have been confirmed also in our study, it would be desirable to develop specific
detectors for the smells we have identified in our study.
Smell severity is relevant wrt. performance. Especially for smells causing performance
issues, the smell severity and resulting effect may vary from case to case. Therefore, static analyzers
could be complemented with specific dynamic analysis tools, or testing generation tools, aimed
at exercising specific components of a video game where a smell is likely to exist. Moreover, as
discussed above, smell detectors should provide a smell severity and priority indicator based on
the extent to which a smell type, and its intensity, is expected to have an effect of the game’s
performance.
Smell removal recommendations. & Misuse game engine and facilities. Smell detectors
could be accompanied with recommenders that, based on the available knowledge or, even better,
by learning from past changes, would be able to automatically suggest a refactoring or, in general,
a solution for a given smell.
Ideally, the aforementioned tools could be integrated into popular video game development IDEs.
As of today, some IDEs are able to identify some game-specific problems. For example, JetBrains
Rider36 [1] already tell developers if they are comparing object tags using the == operator, suggesting
alternative solutions. Also, it reminds that the Update() method may become critical because it
is executed at every frame (without checking its content, as GameLinter [9] does). Finally, it is
able to identify too frequently-invoked APIs in a source code file. Therefore while some solutions
for a limited set of problems are available, there is a room for a better integration of game smell
detection and avoidance in the IDEs.

36 https://www.jetbrains.com/lp/dotnet-unity/
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THREATS TO VALIDITY

Threats to construct validity concern the relationship between theory and observation. The main
threat of this kind of study (as other studies following a similar protocol [15, 23, 24, 44, 46, 52, 56, 62])
is that, by analyzing forum posts, one gets a perceived indication of what a bad smell/practice is. To
some extent, this is also true for the survey, although the latter is less subject to our interpretation
than the forum posts. Indeed, the relevance analysis performed through the survey helps to mitigate
the threat that, by reading the posts, we could have misinterpreted the bad smells expressed there.
That being said, once the catalog of bad smells is available, it would be desirable to conduct further
studies, e.g., field studies or analyses of existing video games. A further threat could be related
to the misunderstanding of the smell description by the respondents. We mitigated this threat by
having a comprehensive description including examples.
Threats to internal validity concern factors, internal to our study, that could have influenced
our results. The selection of candidate posts could have been affected by the specific queries we
performed on the forums. To mitigate this threat, we considered generic-enough queries. Moreover,
we identified possible terms during an iterative process in which we used the query terms to
search over game forums and a search engine (Google). Last, but not least, while missing some
key terms could have resulted in an incomplete set of smells, we have mitigated this threat by
asking the survey participants to list smells not considered in our study. A further threat can be
due to subjectiveness or errors occurring when labeling the posts. We have mitigated this threat
by (i) having multiple independent annotators (at least two for each post), (ii) performing a joint
training on a subset of 40 posts, and (iii) jointly discussing all cases. Note that, since we performed
an open card sorting in an exploratory context for which no predefined categories were available
[51], computing an inter-rater agreement may not make sense (we have followed a similar protocol
used in other exploratory studies [26, 47]). That being said, to avoid the risk of an agreement by
chance, every single sample was jointly opened and discussed, even in the cases where there was
an agreement.
Perception studies based on questionnaires could suffer from subjectiveness, also in establishing
the suitable level in a Likert scale. We used a five-level Likert scale [14] also used in previous
similar studies (e.g., [50, 62]). Moreover, to mitigate possible subjectiveness upon deciding between
multiple positive or negative scores, the used representations also show the overall percentage
of negative, neutral, and positive responses. Finally, there could be the fatigue or boredom effect
experienced by participants in answering questions related to 28 bad smells. Participants had the
option to skip smells they are not confident about.
Threats to conclusion validity concern the relationship between theory and outcome and are
mainly related to the extent to which the produced catalog can be considered exhaustive enough.
We have performed the labeling over three subsequent rounds and observed how the number of
newly introduced smells in the last rounds decreased to four in both the second and third rounds.
At the same time, we believe achieving a complete saturation may be nearly impossible as it is still
possible to find further smells. We have mitigated this threat by asking the survey respondents to
indicate smells that they believe are relevant and that were not part of our catalog.
Threats to external validity concern the generalization of our findings. We have analyzed posts
from 13 popular video game development forums. Problems not discussed in those forums (e.g.,
arising when using proprietary video game development technology) might not have emerged in
our study. We have mitigated this threat by complementing the post classification with a survey
with 76 professionals.
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Threats to Reliability validity concern the possibility to replicate this study. We have attempted
to provide all the necessary details needed to replicate our study. We share our full replication
package [43].
6 RELATED WORK
This section discusses related work about (i) design principles in video games, (ii) video gamerelated patterns and anti-patterns, (iii) video game development practices, and (iv) studies on video
games metadata and user reviews.
6.1

Design principles in video game development

Applying design principles in video game development has been extensively studied in literature
[4, 6, 16, 31, 42, 45, 48]. Authors defined specific patterns or applied GoF design patterns (DPs) [19]
in the context of video game development.
Nystrom [45] proposes a revisited version of some GoF DPs (namely command, flyweight,
observer, prototype, singleton, and state), and a set of specific DPs for the video game domain.
In particular, Nystrom defines thirteen design patterns grouped into four categories: sequencing
patterns (related to time issues), behavioral patterns (to define and refine several behaviors in a way
they are easy to maintain), decoupling patterns, and optimization patterns (to speed up a game).
Some of our identified video game smells can be related to Nystrom’s DPs. For example, Run-Time
Objects smell, i.e., creating components/objects at run-time, is related to Nystrom’s optimization
patterns. Smells like Weak Temporization, Heavy physics, Heavy Drawing/Rendering, and Complex
Scene are related to both sequencing and optimization categories. Instead, Search By ID and Lack of
Separation of Concerns can be related to decoupling patterns and behavioral patterns respectively.
Similarly to Nystrom, in his book, Murray [42] proposes various kinds of design solutions
specifically for Unity video games, including the use of object pools or virtual controllers that,
as explained above, can be suitable solutions for some smells we have identified, i.e., creating
components/objects at run-time and lack of separation of concern.
Still on the line of proposing design solutions for video game development, Barakat et al. [6]
propose to integrate creational and behavioral DPs (namely state, strategy, prototype, and observer)
with a specific game design framework to provide the developers with some hints on what DP
to use with the main game aspects. Such integration would ease reuse and maintenance tasks.
Applying DPs to video game development requires concrete guidelines on how such DPs can be
used to solve specific problems. To this extent, Qu et al. [48] reported an experience of application of
DPs to solve different problems in video game development, including sprite and map management,
or handling the game state.
Further work investigated the impact of DPs during game development. Figueiredo et al. [16]
conduct a controlled experiment which results show how the adoption of GoF patterns has a
positive impact on video game development productivity and also reduces the number of lines of
code necessary to implement the required features. A broader set of studies on the impact of DPs
on internal quality of video games source code has been conducted by Ampatzoglou et al. [4, 5, 31].
More precisely, they first study the impact of DPs on the maintainability of two open-source games
[4]. Their results indicate that DPs help increasing software maintainability although—differently
from the findings of Figueiredo et al. [16]—they increase the code base size. Such contrasting
results seem to indicate how the impact of DPs highly depends on the context, and they may
either contribute to increase or decrease the code size, and, possibly, have a different effect on
developers’ productivity. Furthermore, Ampatzoglou et al. leveraged DPs to implement game rules
and logic [31], showing that the use of DPs in this context helps to avoid introducing undesired
complexity and to increase reusability, maintainability, and flexibility. Finally, they conduct studies
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on the correlation between DP application, software defects, and debugging rate [5]. Their results
highlight that even if the overall number of DP instances does not correlate with defect frequency
and debugging effectiveness, some specific DPs have a significant impact on the number of reported
bugs and debugging rate.
In summary, previous work has studied the quality of video games’ source code using conventional metrics, or proposed the use of DPs to solve video game development problems. Work related
to smell definition and detection is complementary to studies on the use of DPs in video game
development, and has an application when developers do not follow—or tend to deviate from—good
design and implementation practice. In that case, the definition of smell catalogs, and, consequently,
detectors, can help developers to avoid such bad practices and, where appropriate, refactor the
code using the proper design principles defined above.
Other works analyze video game failures and categorize them through taxonomies. Lewis et al.
[34] proposed a taxonomy of video game failures, capturing both temporal and non-temporal
failures. The proposed taxonomy is illustrated with numerous examples, capturing the wide breadth
of failures in modern video games. Differently from Lewis et al., our focus is on bad smells rather
than failures. Certainly, it is possible that, in some circumstances, bad smells can also induce failures,
and therefore the two phenomena can be related and worthwhile to be jointly studied.
6.2

Studies on video game patterns and anti-patterns

Some previous works study, or propose, patterns and anti-patterns related to different phases of
video game development, e.g., the elicitation of the game ideas/concepts, project management, or
coding.
Brandse and Tomimatsu [10] propose six rules that need to be followed when designing players’
challenges in video games. The rules concern the deviations of the challenge from the core gameplay,
technical implementations, player actions, information, effects on a future challenge, and the
advantage of the challenge over the player. Differently from Brandse and Tomimatsu, our work
does not deal with the game idea/concept, but rather with its development.
Ullmann et al. [57] investigate video game project management anti-patterns using 440 postmortems problems involving 200 video game projects. The postmortems were collected from
1997 to 2019. They also mapped the identified anti-patterns with traditional software engineering anti-patterns collected from the literature, finding that the most frequent video game project
management anti-patterns are Project Mismanagement, Death March, Shoeless Children, Cover your
assets and False Surrogate Endpoint. Ullmann et al. also identify some anti-patterns that do not have
a strict correspondence with conventional software anti-patterns. The most frequent ones among
such video game-specific anti-patterns are Feature Creep (i.e., continuously expanding the initial
scope of the game) and Feature cut (i.e., failing to prioritize features to be cut to accommodate for
another desired feature). While our work focuses on design and implementation smells rather than
on management smells, it may be useful, in future work, to investigate the interaction between the
two types of smells.
Other work is related to implementation smells [3, 9, 28]. Khanve et al. [28] manually analyze
the violation of game programming patterns in eight JavaScript games and argue that video games
need to be handled differently than conventional programs in terms of code smells. Therefore, we
can state that their findings further motivate our work, because they indicate that the detection of
conventional code smells is not sufficient to assess the quality of video games’ source code.
Vartika and Chimalakonda [3] analyze the commits, issues, and pull requests of 100 open-source
GitHub game repositories to understand the implementation issues faced by game developers.
Using topic modeling, they categorize these issues and propose a catalog of bad practices to support
video game development. Contrary to our catalog which focuses on conceptual bad smells, their
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proposed catalog reports implementation issues related to frameworks and libraries used, and
faults (e.g., faulty Game controls, Invalid moves leading to a violation of game rules, or Wrong logic).
Moreover, their identified categories –because they have been obtained using topic modeling rather
than through a qualitative analysis—are not directly linked to specific problems for which concrete
solutions exist, contrary to our catalog as discussed in Section 3.
Borrelli et al. [9] propose UnityLinter, a static analysis tool to detect seven video game-specific
smells. The smell types encompass performance, maintainability, and incorrect behavior problems.
They validate the smells with a developer survey and detected smell instances using 100 unity
open source projects. Their results show that the smells have a prevalence ranging from 39% to 97%
and the tool has a precision between 86% and 100% and a recall between 50% and 100%. The main
difference with Borrelli et al. is that their work is vertical towards the definition, assessment, and
detection of seven specific smells, whereas our work aims at creating a broader catalog covering
different aspects of video game development. Note that we take also into account smells already
defined by Borrelli et al., e.g., Search by String/ID, lack of separation of concern, static coupling, and
creating components/objects at run-time. Furthermore, we assessed the importance of the smells.
To the best of our knowledge, except Borrelli et al., no previous authors assessed the importance of
video game bad smells.
6.3

Studies about video game development practices

Previous works empirically investigated video game development practices and identified commonalities and differences with canonical software development.
Specifically, Marklund et al. [39] conduct a literature review of empirical studies on game
development practices. Their review covers 48 papers published between 2006 and 2016, and reveals
the difficulty of accurately planning a game development project because of soft requirements. By
conducting interviews and a survey, Murphy-Hill et al. [41] uncover substantial differences between
video game development and software development. Their work also calls for more research on
video game development to help developers cope with several challenges related to development
and testing.
Other studies conduct surveys to investigate developers’ motivation and interaction in video
game development. For example, Giannakos et al. [20] conduct a study involving 78 students aged
between 12 and 17 years old, to identify factors that motivate them to participate in creative game
development activities. Their results indicate that expected effort and performance expectancy
affect students’ decision to participate in such development activities. Kamienski and Bezemer
[27] examine how game developers use Q&A forums. They found that game developers tend to
reduce their usage of Q&A Websites as they became more experienced. On summary, previous
studies highlight peculiarities of video game development with respect to conventional software
development. To that respect, our study shows that video game design and implementation choices
may suffer for specific smells, coded in our catelog.
6.4 Studies on game metadata and reviews
Finally, there are studies about video game metadata, release notes, and user reviews on distribution
platforms such as Steam.
Lin et al. examine the evolution of video games by mining data from the Steam platform [35–
37]. More precisely, they investigate the mechanism for collecting feedback through early-access
games. Their results indicate that developers update early access games more frequently but
these early access games tend to get a small number of reviews [35]. Furthermore, they study the
relationship between reviews and several game-specific characteristics. They conclude that the
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feedback obtained from both positive and negative reviews should be considered by the developers
[37].
Also by looking at metadata on distribution platforms, Lee et al. conduct empirical studies on
game modifications (mods) [32, 33]. In particular, they analyze the metadata of mods and features
characterizing the mods. Their results indicate that popular mods tend to have a high-quality
description and promote community contribution [33], and that providing official support for mods
is beneficial to improve the quality of the mods [32].
Other studies leverage platform metadata to investigate game quality. Vu and Bezemer [59]
investigate the characteristics of game jams, hackathon-like events for games. Their results show
that quality description has a positive contribution to popularity and game ranking.
Our work differs from these aforementioned studies, because they look at the video game (and its
evolution) from a user (gamer) perspective, whereas we analyze bad smells occurring during video
game design and implementation. We aim to understand the perceived relevance of identified bad
smells by developers and not only from gamers’ perspectives. Nevertheless, it might be interesting,
as future work, to investigate the extent to which game smells have an impact on the quality of the
game from a user’s perspective.
7

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we aimed at creating a catalog of video game development bad smells. To this aim, we
first queried 13 popular game development discussion forums as well as the Google search engine
to obtain candidate discussions. Then, we manually analyzed a statistically significant sample of
572 discussions and followed a cooperative card sorting approach [51] to elicit a catalog of bad
smells. As a result, we derived a catalog of 28 bad smells, organized into 5 categories, covering
problems related to game design and logic, physics, animation, rendering, or multiplayer.
Then, we have assessed the perceived relevance of such bad smells by surveying 76 game
development professionals. Overall, the surveyed professionals agreed about the relevance of most
of the identified bad smells, although at the same time they pointed out some cases of bad smells
that, in their development context, were not considered particularly critical. In essence, there are a
series of factors that determine the severity of a smell, and its need for removal:
• Its effect on the performance and gameplay: developers are often fine to accept maintainability
problems, while smell effects visible from the player’s side are considered as a priority;
• The smell magnitude matters: this concept, already true for traditional code bad smells [49]
becomes even more important for video game bad smells, especially because performanceworsening smells create a tangible effect only if they are particularly severe.
• The smell may depend on the type of video game: some problems may occur only in multiplayer
games, or games targeting certain devices (e.g., mobile games).
Based on the study findings, we have formulated recommendations for developers, educators,
and researchers, to help improve video game development and prevent the occurrences of the
identified bad smells.
This work opens the road towards several pieces of future research. First, it might be worthwhile
to develop detectors for the identified smells, extending a preliminary detector that has been already
developed for five types of smells [9], but also tools, integrated into the IDE, able to automatically
propose an alternative solution or a refactoring. Second, similarly to what has been done in the
past, it may be interesting to perform studies to determine how these smells evolve over time, in
terms of introduction and removal [54], how different types of smells interact (e.g., game-specific
smells with other smells such as conventional code smells or management-related smells), but
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also to determine whether some of these smells may induce bugs or other (e.g., non-functional)
problems, such as performance degradation.
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